
 
6703 Rivington Ct - List of Unique Features 

 
6703 Rivington burned down in 2012 and was purchased by an investor/builder 
and completely rebuilt on the original foundation with a new layout and square 
footage added. Everything you see in the home is 2012. It was purchased by the 
current owners in 2013. 
 

1. 17,500sqft lot, two backyards 
2. Recently resurfaced heated pool and spa 
3. PEX manifold plumbing 
4.  Two water heaters 
5.  Two A/C Units, one just installed March 2017 
6.  Radiant Barrier and blown fiberglass insulation in attic 
7.  An established neighborhood, with a mix of generations 
8.  An active HOA and neighborhood events, neighbors walking their dogs 
9.  Sheriff’s Department just outside the neighborhood 
10.  Cul-de-sac lot in the middle of the subdivision 
11.  Klein High School within walking distance 
12.  One-year Home Warranty from OneGuard provided by sellers 
13.  Hike/Bike trail is within a 4 minute walk from the front door 
14.  Open entertainer’s kitchen with dark stained solid wood cabinets, Large 

granite island AND peninsula are not obstructed with a cooktop or sink. 
15.  Details such as the frosted pantry door and travertine and glass tilework 
16.  A half bathroom accessible directly from the pool area, no trampling 

through the house 
17.  2 master bedrooms, one up, one down 
18.  Open concept home, yet split enough between two floors for privacy 
19.  Porte-coche for bringing in groceries in that crazy Houston rain 
20.  Huge, private game room “hangout” - also known as Sleepover Central!! In 

addition, the gameroom is over the garage, so no noisy footsteps. 
21.  Second half bath built just for the game room 

 

Average Utility Bills 

Water: Eagle, average $120/mo 
Gas: Centerpoint, average $30/mo 
Electric, currently Bounce Energy, average $300/mo  
Lawn Maintenance: owner pays $40/week 
Alarm, Monotronics: owner pays $95/month 
HOA fees: $645/yearly 
 



 

6703 Rivington Ct 
 
The phone call began: “Dad, I need help with the girls”. That was 2013.  
 
Like most empty nesters, Rick and Rose Mary lived comfortably in a house just 
for two. They were not expecting to be searching for a large family home that 
would accommodate essentially two families, so that they could help their son 
raise his two daughters- their granddaughters. One with enough room for 
privacy, a pool, a yard, and family gatherings and holidays.  
 
It proved to be a seemingly impossible task. Disappointed in what they were 
finding in both new and older homes alike zoned to Klein, they began to feel 
frustrated.  
 
Then, they came across 6703 Rivington. Intrigued by the “top to bottom 
remodel”, and possibility that this could be “the one”, they decided to make an 
appointment to see the home. 
 
From the custom wrought iron entry door opening to tumbled travertine floors, 
Rose Mary was hooked! Rick was a harder sell. He knew the home had to be 
impeccable for his standards, well built; maintenance of an older home was NOT 
on his agenda. Been there, done that! 
 
What they found in Rivington Court was the one-of-a-kind home they were 
searching for, the home that solved their needs and was built with a 
craftsmanship you just don’t find very often these days. They were able to provide 
a loving home, a fun and stable respite for their son and granddaughters. 
 
Rick and Rose Mary are searching for just the right buyer looking to begin their 
next chapter, so that they may begin theirs- spending time with old friends, and 
family gatherings in the country. 
 
Their heartfelt desire is that this home will find the owner who will appreciate 
the home and neighborhood as much as their family has enjoyed raising their 
granddaughters and hosting countless gatherings for the last 4 years. 
 
 
  



WIMBLEDON ESTATES 
 
 
Subdivision Information: 
 
Wimbledon Estates is a quiet, secluded oasis in a bustling area of Northwest 
Harris County, TX. Our unique community is located off Stuebner Airline 
between Cypresswood and Louetta and features over 800 traditional-style luxury 
homes sitting on large, wooded lots.  
  
This beautiful, established neighborhood with mature trees offers residents a 
family friendly lifestyle with access to the following: 
  
Hike and Bike Trails that run through the subdivision 
  
Access to tennis courts and swimming pool 
  
Discounts for residents at the highly regarded Giammalva Tennis Club 
  
Top rated schools in Klein ISD, including the flagship Klein High School just a 
short walk away. 
  
Closely knit community. 
 
Trash pickup: every Wednesday and twice on Saturday 
Recycling is available in the subdivision 
 
  



Information About PEX plumbing 

 

Note, the following is for general informational purposes only. 

Source: www.pexinfo.com 

Everything you need to know about plumbing with PEX 

PEX plumbing, PEX fittings, PEX tools 

PEX (or crosslinked polyethylene) is part of a water supply piping system that 
has several advantages over metal pipe (copper, iron, lead) or rigid plastic 
pipe (PVC, CPVC, ABS) systems. It is flexible, resistant to scale and chlorine, 
doesn't corrode or develop pinholes, is faster to install than metal or rigid 
plastic, and has fewer connections and fittings. 

PEX tubing is made from crosslinked HDPE (high density polyethylene) 
polymer. The HDPE is melted and continuously extruded into tube. The 
crosslinking of the HDPE is accomplished in one of three different methods. 

PEX plumbing has been in use in Europe since about 1970, and was 
introduced in the U.S. around 1980. The use of PEX has been increasing ever 
since, replacing copper pipe in many applications, especially radiant heating 
systems installed in the slab under floors or walkways. Interest in PEX for hot 
and cold water plumbing has increased recently in the United States. 

 
Crosslinking is a chemical reaction that occurs between polyethylene polymer chains. Crosslinking causes the 
HDPE to become stronger and resistant to cold temperature cracking or brittleness on impact while retaining its 
flexibility. The three methods of crosslinking HDPE are the Engels method (PEX-a), the Silane Method (PEX-b), and 
the Radiation method (PEX-c). Several industry participants claim that the PEX-a method yield more flexible tubing 
than the other methods. All three types of PEX tubing meet the ASTM, NSF and CSA standards 
 

 

Advantages of PEX Plumbing 

o Flexible PEX tube is manufactured by extrusion, and shipped and 
stored on spools, where rigid plastic or metal piping must be cut to 
some practical length for shipping and storage. This leads to several 
advantages, including lower shipping and handling costs due to 
decreased weight and improved storage options. 



o PEX plumbing installations require fewer fittings than rigid piping. 
The flexible tubing can turn 90 degree corners without the need for 
elbow fittings, and PEX tubing unrolled from spools can be installed in 
long runs without the need for coupling fittings. 
o Attaching PEX tube to fittings does not require soldering, and so 
eliminates the health hazards involved with lead-based solder and acid 
fluxes; PEX is also safer to install since a torch is not needed to make 
connections.. 
o PEX resists the scale build-up common with copper pipe, and 
does not pit or corrode when exposed to acidic water. 
o PEX is much more resistant to freeze-breakage than copper or 
rigid plastic pipe. 
o PEX tubing does not transfer heat as readily as copper, and so 
conserves energy. 
o Water flows more quietly through PEX tube, and the characteristic 
"water hammer" noise of copper pipe systems is virtually eliminated. 
o PEX plumbing installations cost less because: 

o PEX is less expensive than copper pipe. 
o Less time is spent running pipe and installing fittings than 
with rigid pipe systems. 
o Installing fewer fittings reduces the chances for expensive 
callbacks. 
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